
 
 

Today’s Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom 
Yehuda 
 

Yevamos Daf Yud Daled 
 

• Q: The Gemara said that there is a machlokes whether B”S practiced according to their view. 
When did this machlokes apply? If it was before the bas kol came out that the Halacha follows 
B”H, then why wouldn’t B”S have practiced according to their view? If it was after the bas kol, 
why would they have practiced according to their view? A: It may be that the machlokes is in 
regard to before the bas kol came out, and one view is that since B”H was the majority, B”S 
followed their view. The other shita says that B”S followed their own view, because we only 
follow the majority when dealing with equal parties. However, B”S were sharper than B”H, and 
therefore not considered to be equal parties. It may also be that the machlokes is regarding the 
time after the bas kol. The view that says they did not practice their own shita was based on the 
fact that the bas kol had paskened like B”H. The view that says that they did follow their own 
shita follows R’ Yehoshua, who says that we don’t follow a bas kol when deciding how to 
pasken.  

o Q: According to the view that B”S followed their own shita, why is this not a problem of 
“lo sisgodidu”? A: Abaye said, lo sisgodidu is only a problem when 2 batei dinim pasken 
differently in one city, but not if they are in 2 different cities. 

▪ Q: Rava asked, B”S and B”H are considered to be in one city!? A: Rather, Rava 
said, lo sisgodidu is only a problem when one Beis Din splits, and has part 
pasken one way and part the other way. However, even within one city, if there 
are 2 batei dinim who pasken differently, that is not an issue.  

▪ Q: We find that in the place of R’ Eliezer people did melachos on Shabbos that 
were not allowed in the place of R’ Akiva. How was that allowed? A: We have 
already said that in 2 different places it is not a problem.  

▪ Q: We find that R’ Avahu would move a lamp on Shabbos when he was by R’ 
Yehoshua ben Levi and would not do so when he was by R’ Yochanan. How 
could he act in 2 different ways like this? A: R’ Avahu held that it was truly 
mutar. However, when he was by R’ Yochanan, who held it was assur, he would 
not move the lamp out of respect for R’ Yochanan.  

o Q: According to the view that B”S followed their own shita, how could it be that B”H 
would marry into the families of B”S? According to the view of B”H it is possible that 
there were mamzeirem within B”S, because R’ Elazar said that both agree that a 
mamzer is produced from a relationship that carries the kares penalty!? A: B”S would let 
B”H know which people among B”S were mamzeirem according to the view of B”H, and 
they would not marry those individuals. This must be the case, because the Mishna also 
says that they would borrow keilim from each other. It must be that B”S would tell B”H 
which keilim would be tamei according to the view of B”H, and they would not borrow 
those. The same would apply here as well.  

o Q: We just mentioned that R’ Elazar said that although B”S and B”H argue regarding the 
tzaros, they both agree that a mamzer is only produced from a relationship that carries 
the kares penalty. Who was it that “agreed” to the other? It can’t mean that B”S agreed 
to B”H, because according to B”S, B”H are allowing a yevama to marry others without 
chalitza. At worst they are being oiver a lav, so clearly they would not produce 
mamzeirem. It can’t be that B”H are agreeing with B”S, because according to B”H, B”S 
are allowing a case that carries a kares penalty, and clearly they would be producing 
mamzeirem!? A: It is B”S who are agreeing to B”H, and the chiddush is, that although it 



is only a lav, they are saying that they do not follow R’ Akiva who holds that even a 
marriage that is assur with a lav can produce mamzeirem.  

o Q: A Braisa says that although B”S and B”H argued about many matters of arayos, they 
would still intermarry with each other. This shows the love they had for each other. R’ 
Shimon said, they would not marry the women who were certainly mamzeirem 
according to their view, but would marry those were only questionably mamzeirem. 
Now, if B”S didn’t practice according to their own view, why would B”H have held back 
from marrying certain women? It must be that B”S practiced according to their own 
shitah!? 

▪ Q: It is understandable why B”H would hold back from marrying certain of the 
women, but why would B”S hold back from marrying certain women of B”H? A: 
They held back from marrying the tzara of an ervah who fell to yibum, who 
according to B”H could marry without chalitza, but according to B”S would need 
chalitza before marrying. 

▪ Q: Why would they only hold back from those who were clearly mamzeirem? 
The questionable mamzeirem should have been problematic for them as well!? 
A: The Braisa means that they did not hold back from marrying women who 
were not known to have any issues, because if there were any issues, B”S would 
surely have let B”H know (or visa-versa) to stay away from them. 

o Q: R’ Yochanan ben Nuri asked in a Braisa, how should we pasken regarding this 
machlokes? If we follow B”S, we will be producing mamzeirem according to B”H. If we 
follow B”H, we will be producing children with tainted lineage (i.e. produced from a 
relationship assur with a lav) according to B”S. Therefore, let us institute that all tzaros 
must accept chalitza and not undergo yibum. In that way, both shitos will be satisfied. 
However, he did not have the time to make the institution (Hashem wanted them to 
pasken fully like B”H). R’ Shimon ben Gamliel said to R’ Yochanan ben Nuri, if you go 
ahead with your enactment, all the tzaros who did yibum in the past (according to B”S) 
will now have their children to be considered as mamzeirem! From R’ Shimon’s concern, 
we see that B”S must have clearly practiced according to their view!? A: It may be that 
B”S always followed the view of B”H. What R’ Shimon was concerned for was the tzaros 
who had married others without chalitza. These women would be problematic 
according to B”S for not having had chalitza. If you will say we should make them get 
chalitza even though they are already married, that can’t be right, because that would 
cause them to become disgusting in their husbands’ eyes, and the Torah would not call 
for that to happen. 

 


